Bibliografía:

Accidentes Químicos: aspectos relativos a la salud
Aunque esta bibliografía no es exhaustiva, puede ser útil para localizar las publicaciones pertinentes o información más detallada sobre los tópicos abordados en los documentos guía. Algunas de las referencias están comentadas.

Las referencias no se han organizado por categorías. Se listan en orden alfabético y por nombres de autores (en lugar de, por ejemplo, por nombres de las agencias u organizaciones responsables) cuando se cuenta con ellos.


Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, véase United States


Australian Counter Disaster College. – Toxic chemical accidents. – Australian Counter Disaster College, M o u n t M acdon, Victoria, Australia, 1988. – (Papers and recommendations from a symposium held at the College on 5-9 O c t o b e r 1987).


British Association for Immediate Care (BASIC). – Guide to major incident management. – BASIC, Ipswich, Suffolk. – 1985. -- (Contains articles on hospital disaster planning; the roles of the police, fire and ambulance services; the medical Incident Officer and the Mobile Team; and equipment for mobile medical teams).


-----. Aims and practices of transfrontier emergency planning within the EC countries in case of an accident in a nuclear installation. - Luxembourg, 1986. - 28p.
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Dayan, A.D. – Risk assessment: scientific aspects. – En: Medical Toxicology, vol.5, no.15, p.61-72, 1992. – (Paper presented at the EUROTOX conference in Maastricht, the Netherlands)
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Hines, C. K enneth. - T he medical incident officer and the mobile teams. - En: T he B ritish A ssociation for I mmediate C are, p.4-19, 1985.

Hines, C. K enneth; R obertson, B rian. - E quipment for mobile medical teams. - En: T he B ritish A ssociation for I mmediate C are, p.19-21, 1985.


International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS); Commission of the European Communities; World Federation of Associations of Clinical Toxicology; Centres and Poison Control Centres. - Guidelines for poisons control. - Geneva: IPCS, 1993. - (Considers the role of poisons information centres (PICs) in the prevention of and response to poisonings, and provides technical guidance, model formats for collecting and storing essential data at PICs, and information on library support).


International Programme on Chemical Safety (IPCS); World Federation of Poisons Information Centres. - "Yellowtox": Directory of Poisons Information Centres. - 1993.

International Register of Potentially Toxic Chemicals (IRPTC) véase United Nations Environment Programme.
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Kec, G. - Chemical accidents and emergencies: veterinary aspects. - Centre National d’Informations Toxologiques Vétérinaires; École Nationale Vétérinaire de Lyon, France. - 1991. - (Duplicated paper on the role of veterinary services in chemical emergencies. Also gives further references).


Lavoie, F.W.; Coomes, T.; Cisek, J.; Fulkerson, L. - Emergency department external decontamination for hazardous chemical exposure. - En: Veterinary and Human Toxicology, vol.34, no.1, p.61-64, 1992.
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Murray, V. ...|et al.|. – Epidemiology of acute occupational poisoning: a multicentre accident and emergency department survey. – Brussels, 1987. – (Report for the Commission of the European Communities).


National Chemical Emergency Centre (NCEC). – CHEMDATA: Rapid information for the emergency services. – Harwell, UK: NCEC, 1993. – (International chemical emergency response database, designed primarily for responders to chemical accidents and easily loaded onto a personal computer. Provides basic information on hazards, precautions, protection and regulations, covering 17 datafields on over 70,000 products. Produced in English, French, German, Dutch and Spanish and updated every six months).


New, Bill. – Too many cooks?: the response of the health-related services to major incidents in London. – London: Kings Fund Institute, 1992. – (Criticises response of the health-related services to five recent major incidents in London: the Kings Cross fire; the Clapham, Purley and Cannon Street rail crashes; and the Marchioness riverboat sinking. Concludes that London's hospital major accident plans are not well co-ordinated).


-----. International directory of emergency response centres. – Paris: OECD/UNEP, 1991. – (OECD Environment Monograph No.43; UNEP IE/PAC Technical Report Series No.8). – (Contains information on centres around the world that are accessible to callers worldwide, usually 24 hours a day, and that share information internationally).
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Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare. – Care of casualties in chemical disasters. – Stockholm, Sweden: Socialstyrelsen, distributionscentralen, 1991. – (Official recommendations. Covers organisation and planning, the accident area, hospitals, follow-up, effects of injury and how to deal with them, training and the literature).


William, J. M.ackenzie. – The fire service role in major incidents. – En: The British Association for Immediate Care, p.6-10, 1985.
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In particular:

- E R O /E P R 90.1.1 Introduction to Rapid Health Assessment
- E R O /E P R 90.1.2 Rapid Health Assessment in Epidemics: First Steps
- E R O /E P R 90.1.9 Rapid Health Assessment in Chemical Emergencies


